
CHILDREN & TEENS CHOCOLATE PARTIES 
OVERVIEW 
 

Wow your children and their friends with a fabulous chocolate making party. Including tasting, 
making and learning, this party is one never to be forgotten. Perfect for chocolate loving children 
and teenagers 
 

SUITABLE FOR:    Children’s Party Children 8 and over.  

Teenager’s Party Children 12 and over. 
NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN WITH A NUT ALLERGY AS WE HAVE NUTS ON THE PREMISES. 
 

NUMBERS:  Minimum of 10 and up to 16 children at our Chocolate workshop.  
 

LOCATION:  Our workshop in Old Alresford, Hampshire  
 

DURATION:  1 ½ hours  
 

WHAT HAPPENS DURING CHILDREN’S PARTIES 
 

The party starts with examining a real cocoa pod and cocoa beans 
while tasting different kinds of chocolate.  
 

Everyone then chooses a chocolate mould and the children are 
taught how to pipe the chocolate into the moulds. This is followed 
by dipping giant marshmallows into the chocolate and decorating 
them with a variety of chocolate beans, silver balls and other 
embellishments. Children are then taught how to pipe with 
chocolate and after a practice session, are given a blank lolly to 
create a chocolate masterpiece!   

 

The moulded chocolates made earlier are then demoulded and everything is packed and ribboned 
to take home – no goody bag required! 

 

WHAT HAPPENS DURING TEEN’S PARTIES 

 
The party will start off by learning about how chocolate 
is made and tasting different kinds of chocolate. This is 
followed by a demonstration on chocolate making by 
our chocolatier.  
 

Everyone makes their own unique and individual 
ganache (cream/chocolate based filling) using a wide 
range of natural ingredients and will pipe this into their 
chocolate moulds. 
 

Everyone is taught how to professionally decorate 
chocolates using fine piping techniques and after a 
brief practice session, they put your new found skills to 
the test by decorating a chocolate lolly. 
 

They will then be able to professionally decorate their 
own chocolates using fine piping techniques. 
 



At the end of the session everyone takes home a beautifully packaged box of their very own 
chocolates (14 chocolates per teen) and lolly, to wow friends and family.  

 
WHAT’S INCLUDED: 

 
Professional chocolatiers and assistants 
All ingredients 
Packaging and ribbon 
Different kinds of chocolate and tasters 
Drinks and biscuits 
 
PRICES: 
 
Please contact us for a bespoke quotation.   
A deposit is required on booking with the balance payable 2 weeks before the party.  
 
Please note: Numbers can be changed before the final balance is due but once the final payment is 
made refunds will not be given for children who fail to attend. 

 
BOOKING: 
 
Bookings will be confirmed by email after a deposit has been received.  
 

 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR TO ENQUIRE ABOUT A PARTICULAR DATE 
PLEASE CONTACT: 
 

 
Pippa Sherry 

 

01962 732731 
 

sales@chocolatecraft.co.uk 
 

Unit 1, Upton Park Farm, Old Alresford, Hampshire. SO24 9EB  


